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Abstract: This paper explores the challenges and best practices when teaching the subject of giving 

appocopes in French. The primary research question is: How can this challenging concept of giving 

appocopes in French be effectively taught? To answer the question, an analysis was conducted 

through literature review and personal reflection on experiences delivering courses on giving 

appocopes in a variety of methods. Ultimately, it is evident that such challenges are worth taking 

for the purpose of achieving meaningful learning outcomes for beginner to intermediate learners of 

all age groups. 
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In French, an appocope is when a word loses the last letter or syllable of its end. Appocopes can be 

difficult to master because the rules for when certain letters and syllables are dropped vary from 

one word to another.  

An apocope is a word that has been shortened by dropping its end letter or syllable. Apocopation is 

a common feature of French, with many of the language‘s most commonly used words being 

apocopated versions of their original forms.  

To give a word an apocope in French, one generally removes either the last consonant or the whole 

final syllable from the word. For example, "musique" becomes "musiqu", and "dîner" becomes 

"dîn". The same can be done with longer words as well; for instance, "fonctionnaire" could be 

apocopated to become "fonctionnair".  

It's important to note that not all words can actually be apocopated—some must remain in their 

original form in order for a sentence to make sense or have the desired effect. Also, some words are 

already commonly used in their apocopated form; it's not necessary to go out of your way to 

shorten them any further. 

Appocopes are a type of shortening that is frequently used in the French language. They involve 

taking one or more syllables off the end of words or phrases, which often changes their 

pronunciation, but can also result in a different meaning. Appocopes are particularly common in the 

spoken language, helping to make conversations flow more naturally and quickly, as well as 

contributing to their characteristic rhythm and style. 

Appocopes can be used for a range of different reasons. One way they can be used is to make 

difficult constructions easier to say. In French, long words with many numbers of syllables can be 

difficult to pronounce – so appocoping them makes speaking faster and smoother. For example, 

―lecteur‖ (reader) might become ―lec‘teur‖ or ―lecteu‘‖; ―livraison‖ (delivery) becomes ―livrai'son''. 

Another reason appocopes may be used is to give added emphasis or familiarity when speaking: 

adding an appocope might make it sound more informal or familiar compared to its longer form, 

without necessarily changing its meaning too much – for example, ―Madame‖ would become 

something like ―M'dame".  
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To help students learn about appocopes in French, teachers should begin by introducing them to 

some of the most common patterns for dropping ending letters or syllables. For example, many 

words that used to end in -eau lose their last vowel and become -eaux; also, most words that used to 

end in -it drop their ending and become -is (though there are some exceptions). Once they have a 

basic understanding of these patterns it may be helpful to throw in some examples of lesser-known 

cases where appocopes occur. It could also help to provide more visual learning aids like flow 

charts or diagrams showing the various endings and what they change into after appocope has 

occurred. 

Once students get comfortable with the concept, teachers should then focus on practicing their 

application of appocopes through plenty of exercises. Activities like matching words with their 

shortened versions after appocope has occurred or crafting sentences using altered versions of 

words will help cement their knowledge base as well as hone their skills at spotting where certain 

spelling changes need to occur. As soon as possible, it is important for teachers to include focused 

activities that allow students to apply this knowledge in realistic context—for example having them 

read text that contains large amounts of modified words due to appocoping pronunciations or 

having them write up a conversation wherein all participants use language with modified spellings 

due to this verbal technique. Overall, providing lots of hands-on activities opportunities will greatly 

increase student engagement and retention—ultimately resulting in enhanced overall 

comprehension. 

Appocopies in French can be taught best with practical examples. To make the conversation 

engaging, it is important to discuss popular phrases and expressions in French that use this 

particular figure of speech. Teachers can also generate their own examples to capture their students' 

attention, as well as encourage them to create sentences and phrases of their own. Additionally, the 

grammar rules surrounding appocopies should be explained in detail, including examples of when 

the pronunciation changes for certain conjugations. Finally, teachers can engage students in an 

activity where they must identify whether a phrase or sentence uses appocopies or not. 

In addition to being heard in casual speech among friends and family members, appocopes also 

have a role in certain forms of written French language – specifically slang. Slang terms are prolific 

throughout the French language and many new ones continue to emerge over time. Appocalypses 

are an integral part of slang because they provide variety and add color to speech . For example the 

word argent—(money)—becomes arge'nt (ahrgah-uhnt), while la bouffe—(food/eats)—becomes 

boûfe (bōf). Other popular slangs include môa (mwa) for moi (me) and y'en à (yy ou-an ah) for il y 

en a (there is).  

To sum up, appalypses play an important role in French conversation both through their use in 

informal conversation between speakers as well as within written texts such as slang. They act as 

shortcuts that allow words or phrases to be said faster while still conveying the same meaning; they 

also offer speakers a way to convey familiarity with people or ideas by using certain terminology. 

Several methods are useful for teaching apocopia in French: 

1. Presentation: Introduce the concept of appocopies to your students by explaining the definition 

and purpose of them in the French language. Ask students questions to ensure that they 

understand what appocopies are. 

2. Examples: Ask your students to provide examples of words or phrases in French which they 

feel have been appocoped based on their analysis or experience with French language. 
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Encourage critical thinking so that students can come up with appocopied words which would 

correctly fit within a sentence structure.  

3. Activity practice: Assign practice activities for your class where they will identify, create and 

use appocopied words in sentences and conversations. During motivational activities such as 

map games or do-as-I-say game, where teachers act out various ideas in front of the class, ask 

your students to pay special attention to any word contractions so that they can become familiar 

using them properly within a relevant context.  

4. Evaluation: At the end of each lesson, offer short quizzes (or even homework assignments) 

based on mastering the application of appcopies correctly within sentence structures and 

practical conversations. Allow each student to present their answers so that you can assess their 

progress while also offering feedback or corrections as needed. 

Recommendations for teaching the topic "Use and analysis of appocopes in French". 

1. Start by introducing the concept of appocopies to students in French, explaining what they are 

and how they affect language.  

2. Allow students to practice using appocopies in spoken French by playing a game or having 

small conversations with each other.  

3. Introduce several words that use appocopies and provide example sentences for each one. Break 

down the structure of each sentence for students to gain a better understanding of its usage.  

4. Ask students to create their own examples of sentences containing appocopies, engaging active 

learning and self-discovery.  

5. Assign short written exercises or activities where students have to use appocopies within 

predetermined parameters, such as creating a story or diary entry using specific words with 

appocopies included in the text.  

6. Hold an open discussion on why certain words are used with the appocopy and their effect on 

the tone of language being used in French literature or day-to-day life conversations. 
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